www.dreamline.org

The Dreamline program and mobile app creates:
an instant connection across schools through a quick, impactful unit that
integrates with existing curriculum on multiple levels.
Dreamline’s objective for students is to help them understand:
What matters to them deeply—their direction in life and school.
That they are part of something bigger than themselves—a global community.
Dreamline’s impact on community is
Trust, acceptance, respect, and appreciation on the school level.
Understanding of community needs and passions at the administrative level.
“I think Dreamline is a great way to bring social media into connecting students that's going to really
validate kids to say we may be different, but we're the same, and we share the same dreams.’”
—Catherine Mabry, Ferry Pass Middle School, Pensacola, Florida

Dreamline students:
• reflect on what they care for deeply—a dream or aspiration to share with the world
• express that dream in writing, often in poetry
• support the writing with drawing, painting, and other art
Creating a unique student-made Dreamline Flag.
Each Dreamline Flag gets:
• physically attached to a line that goes up in the school or out in the community
• digitally added to the global Dreamline through the Dreamline mobile app-along with
o a voice recording of the student reading their flag in one or more languages
o a map of the school’s location & hashtags for groups, topics, UN SDGs, etc.
Only approved teachers post to Dreamline.
Flags are instantly posted, searchable, and sharable on dreamline.org and the app.

Curriculum Connections
The flags are
a light, transportable
display
be sent from one school to the next.
WRITING:
Comprehension,
Vocabulary
andthat can
TECHNOLOGY: Technology and Creativity
Usage, Audiences, Voice, Word Choice
PE/WELLNESS: Social/Emotional Wellness
Curriculum
Connections:
SOCIAL
STUDIES:
Map/Globe Skills,
ART: Creative Expression, Connections and
Citizenship
Applications
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